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Abstract: Recent work involving microscale inorganic light-emitting diodes on flexible and
stretchable substrates is reviewed. Techniques for materials growth, device fabrication, and
assembly are summarized, along with highlights of optical, electrical, and mechanical
properties that can be achieved. Some examples of emerging applications in biomedical
devices illustrate the value of these methods in areas where conventional approaches are
unsuitable.

Index Terms: Microscale light-emitting diodes (LEDs), organic LEDs (OLEDs), flexible
electronics, stretchable electronics, biomedical devices, transfer printing.

1. Introduction
The emergence of organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) as a commercial technology for lighting and
display has stimulated interest in devices with ultrathin, flexible, lightweight construction [1], [2].
Recent research has explored strategies for using inorganic light-emitting diodes (referred to here as
ILEDs to emphasize the difference) to similar ends, and in some cases with mechanical properties
that extend beyond flexibility (i.e., bendability) to full, elastic responses under large strain deformation,
i.e., stretchability [3]–[5]. The appeal of this technical approach is that it exploits properties, such as
life span, brightness, and efficiency in ILEDs that exceed those of currently available OLEDs [6].
The most successful schemes combine inorganic material stacks grown on nonepitaxial substrates
(e.g., glass [7]), in unconventional forms (e.g., three dimensionally structured templates [8]), or
processed in unusual ways to yield releasable devices [3], [9] for integration onto surfaces of interest.
The last process, when implemented with advanced techniques for deterministic device assembly,
has many attractive features. Here, printing methods [10], [11] deliver organized arrays of microscale
inorganic optoelectronic devices to sheets of plastic or slabs of rubber where they are integrated into
functional systems. This type of technology has the potential to create wide-ranging classes of
application,with characteristics andmodes of use that cannot beaddressed in any otherway.Examples
in biomedicine include components for optogenetics, blood oximetry, drug delivery, advanced surgical
tools, and chemical sensors.

2. Transfer Printing
Deterministic assembly techniques that use elastomeric stamps to manipulate microscale ILEDs
(�-ILEDs) represent versatile, high-throughput manufacturing strategies for the systems reviewed
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here [10]. The underlying method, known as transfer printing, can be considered as a massively
parallel Bpick-and-place[ technology that is compatible with extremely thin, fragile device
components, originally developed for manipulating individual silicon transistors [10], [12], [13]. In
this process, thin active layers or fully integrated devices formed on a growth wafer are released,
retrieved with a stamp and then delivered to a foreign substrate. The key to successful operation is an
engineered mechanism to modulate the adhesion to the stamp, from a strong state, for retrieval, to a
weak one, for printing. Several approaches are available, ranging from those that use peel-rate
dependent viscoelastic behaviors in the stamps [11], to pressure-modulated contact areas [10], to
interfacial shear loading [14], each of which can be used for efficient transfer, even without separate
adhesive layers on the target substrate. Fig. 1(a) shows, as an example of the second scheme, a
contacting surface of a stamp of poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS; blue) that supports compressible,
pyramid-shaped features at the four corners [10]. Here, an applied preload collapses this relief to
enable nearly full areal contact [adhesionON state; Fig. 1(a) top] with a device element (green). Rapid
retraction retrieves the device; shortly thereafter, elastic restoring forces push the collapsed region
back into its initial, undeformed state, leaving contact only at the sharp tips of the pyramids [adhesion
OFF state; Fig. 1(a) (middle)]. The adhesion is more than 1000 times stronger in the collapsed state
than in the retracted one, due simply to differences in contact area for these two configurations.
Fig. 1(a) (bottom) presents an image of a large array of AlInGaP �-ILEDs printed onto a bent sheet of
plastic using a related method for transfer printing [3].

3. ILEDs on Flexible Substrates

3.1. Devices in Planar Layouts
Various techniques exist for releasing planar layers of active materials grown on wafer substrates

[3], [4], [15]–[18]. A recent approach that avoids cumbersome processes based on laser liftoff exploits
InGaN stacks formed on silicon wafers with (111) orientation [4]. Etching through the InGaN defines

Fig. 1. (a) Deterministic assembly of microscale devices (green) using a structured elastomeric stamp
(blue) with collapsible features of relief, shown here as colorized scanning electron micrographs in the
adhesion ON (top) and OFF (middle) states. Reproduced with permission from [10]. Copyright
National Academy of Sciences. The bottom frame shows an array of AlInGaP �-ILEDs delivered by
printing to the surface of a thin sheet of plastic that is subsequently bent around a glass cylindrical
support. Reproduced with permission from [3]. Copyright American Association for the Advancement
of Science. (b), (c) Unusual growth and processing strategies for InGaN LEDs and devices built with
them. The top left frame shows InGaN �-ILEDs released from an underlying silicon wafer growth
substrate by anisotropic wet etching of the silicon; the frame below shows an array of such devices
printed and interconnected on a thin, transparent sheet of plastic. Reproduced with permission from
[4]. Copyright American Association for the Advancement of Science. The top right frame provides a
schematic illustration of GaN and InGaN grown on nanorods of ZnO that form on graphene; the frame
below shows a pattern of emission from a device made from such material. Reproduced with
permission from [5]. Copyright Copyright WileyVCH Verlag.
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lateral dimensions of devices that form by defining contacts to the p and n regions. Immersing the
processed substrate in a bath of potassium hydroxide undercuts the silicon, which leaves freely
suspended, but fully formed, ultrathin �-ILEDs, each tethered at two of their corners to unetched
regions of silicon (i.e., anchor bars). Typical lateral dimensions are 100� 100 �m2 and thicknesses
are�4:8 �m. Fig. 1(b) (top) shows a scanning electron micrograph of a collection of InGaN �-ILEDs
and a colorized image in the inset (yellowVohmic contacts; brownVcurrent spreading layer), after
undercut release from the silicon substrate (gray). Transfer printing allows the assembly of selected
sets of these devices into desired layouts on plastic sheets or other foreign substrates, where they
can be electrically interconnected. An example appears in Fig. 1(b) (bottom). Here, the small sizes
of the devices facilitate efficient passive thermal spreading, to allow operation even on plastics or
other materials with low thermal conductivity. The interconnects in this case rely on a backside
optical exposure technique, in which a spin-cast, photocurable layer of benzocyclobutene serves
as a planarizing film that is removed in regions shadowed by the opaque p and n contact pads.
This process is important because it avoids the need for device-level packaging and wire-bonding,
or for demanding alignment in photolithography; the result is then scalable to large collections of
devices in arbitrary layouts over large areas. These procedures are immediately applicable with
�-ILEDs that have dimensions from 150� 150 �m2 to 25� 25 �m2, with even smaller dimensions
readily achievable. Color modulation from blue to white is possible using patterned films of yellow
phosphor dyes.

3.2. Devices in Nonplanar Layouts
As an alternative to GaN formed using planar strategies, GaN/ZnO coaxial nanorod hetero-

structures, including multiple quantum wells (MQWs) can be created by growth on films of graphene,
as illustrated in the top schematic illustration of Fig. 1(c) [5]. Here, GaN forms epitaxially on ZnO
structures first grown on the graphene [9]. Etching away an underlying layer of SiO2 after growth
yields released nanorod ILEDs on graphene, suitable for transfer onto plastic coated with copper
for backside contacts. Devices with this configuration are mechanically flexible and capable of
operation without noticeable degradation after 100 cycles of bending. The bottom frame of Fig. 1(c)
shows representative patterns of emission. Although less technically mature than the strategies of
Section 3.1, these ideas havemerit and warrant further attention, particularly in aspects of the growth.
For example, initial studies suggest that the grain structure in the graphene correlates to the densities
of the resultant of GaN/ZnO nanorods. As evidence, graphene grown on copper foil leads to low
densities of ZnO nanorods and high degrees of crystallinity, due at least in part to the large grains
observed in graphene on copper. By comparison, graphene grown on nickel has small grains, which
leads to densities in ZnO nanorods that are too high for effective growth of GaN.

4. ILEDs on Stretchable Substrates and Applications in Biomedicine
The concepts of Sections 2 and 3 can yield advanced systems that offer not only the mechanics of
a flexible plastic sheet but also a stretchable rubber band. This latter capability is important because
it enables integration of ILED technologies directly and intimately with the soft, curvilinear surfaces
of the human body, in a noninvasive fashion [19]. Potential applications range from health monitors,
to oximeters and highly functional surgical tools. The following summarizes the approaches and
provides several device examples.

4.1. Interconnect Strategies for Stretchable ILEDs
Flexible lighting and display systems of the type described previously follow simply from the use of

thin �-ILEDs on thin, plastic substrates, sometimes in neutral mechanical plane layouts to enhance
further the degree of bendability. Stretchable characteristics demand additional attention to the
mechanics in order to avoid fracture of brittle, inorganic materials during large-scale deformations,
where overall strains can, in certain cases, exceed 100%. The most powerful schemes incorporate
layouts in which the interconnects absorb the applied strain in a way that mechanically isolates the
�-ILEDs. Interconnects with noncoplanar geometries in straight or serpentine shapes [3], [15], [20],
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[21], on either flat or structured elastomer supports, are effective. In these cases, controlled buckling
and associated out-of-plane motions accommodate in-plane deformations, such that the strains in all
of the constituent materials, except the elastomeric substrate, are small (e.g., G 0.25%). Optimized
designs, guided by quantitative mechanics modeling, enable stretching to 150% or more, without
inducing fracture in any of the functional layers. The use of structured elastomers [22] or multilayer
stacked configurations [15] enables this type of mechanics, even in systems that involve high areal
coverage of active devices. In most cases, the interconnects consist of trilayer stacks of polymer/
metal/polymer. Recent work shows that graphene can be used as an alternative, of interest here
due to its optical transparency and its excellent mechanical properties [20]. The same concepts of
buckling apply to graphene defined in narrow strips. The extremely low flexural rigidity of the
graphene allows it to conform to the topography defined by the �-ILEDs; the result facilitates
efficient coverage on the contacts, over the edges of the devices. Examples of an array of AlInGaP
�-ILEDs with graphene interconnects appear in Fig. 2(a), demonstrating stretchability that exceeds
100%.

4.2. Applications in Biomedicine
Stretchable arrays of �-ILEDs can be readily integrated into platforms that are suitable for natural,

Bsoft[ interfaces to the human body. For example, devices can be bonded to the surfaces of
catheter balloons, to add advanced functionality to this otherwise conventional surgical tool.
Applications for photoactivation of drugs, in situ spectroscopy or even optical ablation are possible,
in minimally invasive modes. Fig. 2(b) shows an example that includes not only �-ILEDs but also
electrodes and various sensors, configured as a tool for monitoring and therapy in the context of
cardiac surgery [23]. In another example, �-ILEDs can be integrated with electronics in formats that
have physical properties, ranging from thickness to bending rigidity, modulus and mass loading, all
matched to the epidermis [24]. Mounting on the skin leads to a highly functional interface to the
body, for health/wellness monitors, oximetry diagnostics, human–machine interfaces and others.
Fig. 2(c) provides images of representative devices. In this case, inductive coupling provides a
source of power.

5. Summary
Advanced methods in materials growth, processing, mechanics, thermal design, and system manu-
facturing combine to enable unusual modes of use for ILEDs. The outcomes have the potential to lead

Fig. 2. (a) Collections of AlInGaP �-ILEDs with transparent graphene interconnects on elastomeric
substrates. Reproduced with permission from [20]. Copyright American Chemical Society. Applications
of stretchable arrays of �-ILEDs in advanced surgical tools (b) Binstrumented[ balloon catheters [23] and
skin-mounted monitors as (c) Bepidermal[ electronic systems [24]. Reproduced with permission from
[23] and [24], respectively. Copyright Nature Publishing Group for [23] and American Association for the
Advancement of Science for [24].
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to applications that can complement those already well addressed by conventional forms of ILEDs or
OLEDs. The range of engineering opportunities and avenues for basic scientific investigations create
an appealing set of circumstances for future research and development.
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